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Abstract

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is characterized by intra-blood–brain barrier immunoglobulin synthesis that persists lifelong. Subcellular fractionation and two-dimensional electrophoresis were used in conjunction with immune precipitation and immunoblotting to identify antigenic determinants for this immunoglobulin. We report that 2',3'-cyclic nucleotide 3'-phosphodiesterase (CNP), a protein associated with oligodendrocyte/myelin membranes, also present in lymphocytes and retina, is one major target for the humoral response. Antibodies to CNP are detected in sera of 74% of MS patients. The antibodies are IgM and are present in serum in high titer as well as in cerebrospinal fluid. The antibody response is temporally persistent, consistent with systemic immune activation and persistent antigenic stimulation. Moreover, CNP is isolated as an immune complex from MS brain. CNP is expressed as two isoforms, with CNPII identical to CNPI but with a 20–amino acid extension at the amino terminus of CNPII; however, the antibody response is exclusively restricted to CNPI. In contrast, both isoforms bind the C3 complement, providing a plausible mechanism in MS central nervous system (CNS) for opsonization of myelin membrane CNP, mediated via the C3 receptor, and phagocytosis of CNP–Ig immune complexes, mediated by membrane Ig Fc receptors of macrophages and CNS microglia. (J. Clin. Invest. 1998. 101:1923–1931.) Key words: multiple sclerosis • microglia • 2',3'-cyclic nucleotide 3'-phosphodiesterase • complement • IgM antibodies

Introduction

A notable aspect of multiple sclerosis (MS) is robust and temporally persistent intra-blood–brain barrier (BBB) Ig synthesis. The IgG is mainly IgG1 subclass and shows light chain, allotype, and idiotype restriction. By isoelectric focusing, the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) IgG of MS patients resolves into discrete fractions designated oligoclonal IgG bands. Compared with autologous serum IgG, the CSF bands are more cathodic in mobility. These two features, oligoclonal banding and cathodic shift, are highly characteristic, occur in > 90% of all MS patients, and are strongly supportive of the diagnosis of MS in an appropriate clinical setting (1, 2). Although predominantly IgG, intra-BBB synthesis of IgA and IgM has also been observed; the response is oligoclonal for each major Ig class, is temporally persistent, and evinces remarkable clonal invariance, consistent with ongoing and specific antigenic stimulation (3, 4). Antibodies to several antigens have been reported in MS (see reference 5); however, such antibodies are found in low titer, their specificity and sensitivity are low, and none have clinical value as indicative of disease severity or prognosis. Thus, MS is distinguished from the most common putative autoimmune disorders by the absence of a specific antibody marker that has clinical utility. Consequently, at present, the evaluation of disease severity and progression or monitoring of agents as MS treatments is reliant not on the measurement of any immunological parameter but on high-technology investigations, particularly magnetic resonance imaging to assess disease burden and drug effects. In fact, the favorable results of magnetic resonance imaging analyses were important for the expedited approval of the various interferons as MS treatments (6).

Identification of major antigen targets for intra-BBB–synthesized Ig has been unproductive but remains an important objective of MS research. First, in many infectious central nervous system (CNS) disorders, much of the CSF Ig is directed at the causative organism; thus, in MS, intra-BBB–synthesized Ig is a putative probe to attempt isolation of an infectious agent. Second, the intra-BBB Ig synthesis that is a feature of many infectious and inflammatory diseases of the CNS tends to abate or disappear with effective treatment; thus, the modulation of intra-BBB Ig synthesis in MS might be one type of monitor for response to experimental therapies. Third, identification of antigen targets against which the Ig is directed would provide scientific direction for the T cell determinants that might be pursued most profitably in MS. This is based on the experience with numerous other putative autoimmune disorders where antibody studies have provided the conceptual basis for T cell studies as well as therapeutic interventions, most remarkably and productively recently for insulin-dependant diabetes melitus (7, 8). This formulation may be equally applicable to reports for involvement of specific viruses in MS. Major roles for infectious agents detected recently in MS as well as normal CNS, i.e., human herpes virus 6 (9) or herpes simplex 1 and 2 (10), would be more plausible if vigorous intra-BBB humoral immune responses especially of the IgM class were demonstrable and persistent to these agents uniquely in MS patients. We have begun to approach fundamental aspects of the im-
mune response in MS using molecular immunological approaches combined with Edman chemical sequencing and mass spectrometry to characterize peptides and other molecules complexed with Ig, MHC molecules, and heat shock proteins, the three multigene families that may be involved in specific antigen presentation in MS CNS (1). Using these approaches, we have found some strong reactions of MS CSF and sera with several brain proteins. Here, we report that 2',3'- cyclic nucleotide 3'-phosphodiesterase (EC 3.1.4.37, CNP) is one major target for the humoral response in MS. CNP is a membrane-associated protein of the oligodendrocyte (OL) (11, 12), but is also expressed at high levels by lymphocytes (13) and in retina (14). CNPI (46 kD) and CNPII (48 kD) are derived by alternative splicing from a single gene, and are identical except for an additional 20 amino acids at the amino terminus of CNPII (15). Both CNPII and CNPI are highly modified posttranslationally and differentially, including serine/threonine phosphorylation, palmitoylation, and isoprenylation, and are heterogeneous in size and charge (11, 12, 16, 17). The antibody response is directed against CNPI, whereas both isoforms, but particularly CNPII, bind avidly to C3, a pivotal protein of the complement system highly implicated in MS (18) and its experimental models (19). CNP is also isolated as a protein of the complement system from MS CNS, indicating that this humoral response may have relevance in vivo. Finally and unexpectedly, the response to CNP is chiefly IgM, is temporally persistent, and is present in serum as well as CSF. This indicates that as for the cellular immune response (20, 21), pronounced humoral immune activation in MS also occurs systemically even if the major clinical and pathological consequences are manifest exclusively in the CNS.

Methods

Patients and brain and spinal cord specimens. CSF and serum were obtained from patients with clinically definite MS and patients with other neurological diseases (OND). Normal blood donor sera were obtained from the Blood Bank at Mount Sinai School of Medicine. Sera from patients with SLE were generously provided by V. Hanson (Mount Sinai School of Medicine) and F. Medina (Centro Médico Nacional Siglo XXI, Mexico City, Mexico). Brain tissue from patients without neurological disease and with CSF, as well as human sciatic nerve for the isolation of peripheral nervous system (PNS) myelin, was obtained from the National Neurological Research Specimen Bank (Los Angeles, CA).

Antibodies and reagents. Rabbit polyclonal antiserum to myelin proteins and mAb to myelin/OL glycoprotein were obtained from D. Colman and A. Gow (Mount Sinai School of Medicine); rabbit polyclonal to PMP22 was obtained from G. Jackson Snipes (Stanford University, Stanford, CA); mAb to CNP and myelin basic protein (MBP) were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). mAb and polyclonal antibodies to complement proteins were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co., Quidel (San Diego, CA), and DAKO Corp. (Carpinteria, CA). Alkaline phosphatase–coupled anti–human IgG, IgA, and IgM were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co.

Gel electrophoresis and immunoblotting. The procedures for SDS-PAGE, two-dimensional electrophoresis (2DE), nonequilibrium pH gradient gel electrophoresis (NEpHGE) (22), and immunoblotting have been described (3, 23). CNS and PNS myelin were isolated by sucrose gradient centrifugation (24) except that all buffers contained 1 mM DTT and PMSF, 1.0-phenanthroline, EDTA, and EGTA, each at 1 mM, and pepstatin and leupeptin, each at 20 mg and 15 mg/liter (buffer I). The homogenate was centrifuged at 2,000 g for 10 min. The supernatants were decanted and saved, and the pellet was resuspended in buffer I and spun down again; this procedure was repeated six times. The combined supernatants were centrifuged at 120,000 g for 60 min. The pellets were combined and suspended in buffer I by homogenization, adjusted to 4% NP-40, and stirred on ice for 30 min to extract the membrane proteins. The suspension was centrifuged at 120,000 g for 120 min to obtain the NP-40 extract, which was then passaged over a protein A–Sepharose column to recover the bulk of the solubilized IgG, and an anti-IgGAM immunosorbent to recover IgA and IgM as well as IgG that was not bound by protein A. The column wash conditions were as described (26). Protein bound to the affinity resins were eluted with 0.1 N acetic acid, pH 2.9, frozen immediately, and lyophilized.

Characterization of C3 interactions with CNP. The WF, resolved by NEpHGE, was blotted to nitrocellulose; CNPI and CNPII were excised separately using 8–10 NEpHGE blots for each experiment, blocked with 0.5% polyvinyl-pyrrolidone in 0.1 N acetic acid (27), washed 10 times with water, and incubated with serum from healthy donors or from MS patients (100 µl serum diluted to 1.2 ml with 50 mM Tris HCl, pH 8, containing 150 mM NaCl, and 0.1% sodium azide at 25°C for 4 h or overnight at 4°C). The nitrocellulose pieces were washed 10 times with 50 mM Tris HCl, pH 8, with 250 mM NaCl, 0.2% Tween 20, five times with water, and bound proteins were recovered with the following eluants: (a) 500 µl 2 N acetic acid with heating at 100°C for 5 min; (b) 10 mM Tris HCl, pH 8, with 0.5% SDS, 10 mM DTT, and 1% glycerol at 10°C for 4 min; and (c) 1 M hydroxylamine, pH 11.5, with or without 0.5% SDS. The eluates were lyophilized or precipitated with methanol and subjected to SDS-PAGE followed by silver staining or immunoblotting to identify specific bound proteins.

Results

NEpHGE of the WF and immunoblot analysis. The WF was extracted from myelin isolated from normal and MS brain, then separated by SDS-PAGE, 2DE, and NEpHGE, resolving several hundred proteins including MS candidate autoantigens MBP, proteolipid protein, myelin-associated glycoprotein, myelin/OL glycoprotein, the heat shock proteins, and transaldolase (see reference 5). NEpHGE was found optimal for resolution of the proteins of the myelin fraction, many of which are highly positively charged (Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows the characterization of CNP in the WF from CNS myelin, demonstrating that the CNPI/II isoforms are present in human CNS myelin at ~ 1:1 stoichiometry as shown by protein staining (Fig. 2 a) and by immunoblotting with an antibody to CNP (Fig. 2 b). This NEpHGE-resolved myelin or WF was blotted and probed with CSF and sera from MS and OND patients or sera from normal donors. Fig. 3, a–c, is representative, illustrating results...
for one MS patient using CSF (diluted 1:10) and serum (diluted 1:2,000 or 1:5,000) and showing an intense reaction directed almost exclusively against the CNPI isoform. This result was surprising, because the entire primary sequence of CNPI is included within CNPII, and it suggests that the epitope recognized is a posttranslational modification unique to the blocked amino terminus of CNPI (13), or lipid modifications including palmitoylation and isoprenylation unique to one CNP isoform (16, 17), or other modifications still unidentified.

Affinity chromatographic isolation of CNP–Ig immune complexes from MS brain. We wanted to see if Ig–CNP immune complexes could be isolated from MS CNS as a confirmation of the immunoblot results, and under conditions where there is not significant protein denaturation, as occurs with the NEpHGE procedure or SDS-PAGE. The MS CNS membrane fraction solubilized in buffer I with 4% NP-40 was passaged sequentially over protein A and anti–human polyvalent Ig(G, A, and M) affinity columns. MS CNS HLA-DR was also isolated using an mAb resin as part of the procedure (26). After rigorous column washes with stringency adequate for purification of the HLA-DR heterodimer to homogeneity, with evidence for physiologically bound peptides as indicated by SDS-resistant heterodimers (28) (our unpublished results), proteins bound to each affinity resin were eluted. Eluates from the anti-Ig immunoabsorbent or protein A were resolved by SDS-PAGE, blotted, and probed with an mAb to CNP. Even though most of CNS CNP is not solubilized under these conditions by virtue of its tight association with actin-based cytoskeletal elements (29), CNP is recovered in the eluate from the anti-Ig immunoabsorbent (Fig. 3 d). In contrast, parallel blots probed with antibody to MBP were negative.

Antibody to CNPI is predominantly IgM and is detected in serum and CSF. Our preliminary studies on antibody reactivities to the myelin fraction in MS which resulted in the detection of the anti-CNPI response had used CSF on the premise that intra-BBB–synthesized IgG is most highly enriched in putative specific antibodies (4). However, comparative immunoblot analysis using MS CSF and autologous serum showed that the response was also readily detected in serum. Immunodetection with antibodies specific for IgG, A, or M showed that the predominant MS response to CNPI was IgM, with a contribution by IgA and no reaction for IgG (Fig. 4, a–c). This result is also indicative of a response to a nonpeptide modification of CNPI. The IgM concentration in CSF is $10^{-5}$–$10^{-3}$ that of serum even in the presence of intra-BBB IgM synthesis as occurs in MS (3, 30). Thus, larger volumes of CSF than are usually available would be required using NEpHGE blots. Therefore, sera were used for the subsequent analyses reported here.

Ab response to CNPI in MS and other diseases. The results described here were obtained using sera diluted to 1:250. NEpHGE blots of the WF were probed with sera from 70 pa-
patients with MS, and 52 (74%) patients from this total gave an unequivocal and strong reaction with CNP, exclusively or predominantly CNPI (Fig. 4, f–j). To establish the disease specificity of this result for MS, we examined the response to CNP using sera from 61 individuals including 33 OND patients, 16 patients with SLE (10 of whom had prominent neurological or neuropsychiatric manifestations), and 28 healthy blood donors. The OND population included patients with various CNS infections (e.g., coccidioidomycosis, subacute sclerosing panencephalitis, herpes zoster encephalitis, neurosyphilis, neurotuberculosis, and viral meningitis of undetermined etiology) as well as patients with neurodegenerative and cerebrovascular disorders (Table I). Representative NEpHGE blot results for control (Fig. 4 d) and OND sera (Fig. 4 e) are shown. None of the 28 healthy donors ever gave a response that mimicked MS, i.e., no individual gave the pattern illustrated in Fig. 3, a–c, or Fig. 4, f–j, showing a predominant or exclusive reaction with CNPI. Two OND sera gave a prompt reaction with CNPI with sera diluted to 1:250, but an equal response to both isoforms when sera were tested diluted to 1:5,000; the diagnoses were Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease and the primary lateral sclerosis form of motor neuron disease. One multiple-transfused OND patient with recurring attacks of bacterial endocarditis and neurologic episodes that included visual loss considered to be due to thromboembolism gave a reaction with CNPI similar to MS. The current protocol for definitive detection of anti-CNPI antibody (i.e., subcellular fractionation, NEpHGE separation of the proteins of the WF, and immunoblotting) is cumbersome for examination of each patient’s response to CNPI using serial dilution of sera since each test requires a new blot. Therefore, we selected the MS sera that gave the most rapid and robust responses to testing using sera diluted to 1:250 for examination of their responses at higher dilutions as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. Within this selected MS population, 17 patients were positive at 1:5,000, 11 of 17 were also positive on retesting at 1:10,000, and 10 of 11 were still positive at 1:20,000. Sera of eight MS patients were also examined at multiple time points extending over 10 yr to determine if there were temporal fluctuations in IgM immunoreactivity. Sequential immunoblot analyses showed that the anti-CNPI response was persistent in all cases.

**Epitope density and the immune response to CNPI.** Before use of NEpHGE for the studies reported earlier, we had begun screening for immunoreactivity using SDS-PAGE–resolved normal or MS CNS fractions including whole myelin and the WF. A robust and easily interpretable reaction with CNPI was not observed when protein fractions resolved by SDS-PAGE were blotted and then probed with MS CSF or sera. To examine if this was partly due to the harsher conditions of protein denaturation used for SDS-PAGE (i.e., 4% SDS), NEpHGE-resolved and nitrocellulose-immobilized CNP (only exposed to 0.1% SDS in the second dimension) was preincubated with SDS sample buffer at 25°C for 30 min. The blot was washed to remove residual SDS and then probed with MS sera. A strong reaction of MS serum with CNP detected using alkaline phosphatase–coupled goat anti–human IgG (a), anti–human IgA (b), or anti–human IgM (c); d is a normal blood donor, and e is a patient with viral meningitis (OND); f–j are sera from five MS patients. Up arrowheads point to CNPI; down arrowheads point to CNPII. The reaction of MS sera with CNPI occurs within minutes, allowing blot development to be terminated promptly (f–j); in d and e, blot development was prolonged for several hours during which time the intense staining of CNPII became apparent. In c–j, the alkaline phosphatase–coupled goat anti–human IgM (Sigma Chemical Co.) was used at 1:10,000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Disease Diagnoses for the Non-MS Patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS coccidioidomycosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycoplasma-associated myelopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurophilis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subacute sclerosing panencephalitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurotuberculosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillain-Barre syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial endocarditis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herpes zoster encephalitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viral meningitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyneuropathy/monoclonal gammopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alzheimer’s disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebellar ataxia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familial polyneuropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson’s disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor neuron disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS neoplasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrovascular disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral neuropathies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reaction of MS sera with CNPI was still demonstrable (data not shown). The comparative clarity of the immune reaction of MS CSF and serum with NEpHGE as illustrated earlier (Fig. 3, a–c) is most likely due to the clear resolution of CNP away from the numerous comigrating proteins in this size range and the increased “epitope density” possible with the greater loading capacity of 2DE/NEpHGE. There is precedence for the importance of epitope density especially with IgM antibodies. The affinity of rheumatoid factor was several orders of magnitude greater for aggregated human IgG compared with IgG monomer (31). The importance of aggregation state and epitope density has been observed repeatedly especially in regard to detection of immune reactions important in neurological practice, e.g., for detection of antiphospholipid (32) antibodies associated with antiganglioside antibodies (see reference 34) where typically 200 pmol–1 nmol of individual ganglioside is used for each thin layer chromatographic immunoassay.

Interaction of human sera and secondary antibody reagents with CNPII. In the systematic analysis of the response to CNP as reported above, two observations were made which indicated that there might be further mechanism(s) of interaction of sera with CNP completely separable from the immunologically specific reaction of MS sera with CNPI. First, we noted that incubation of NEpHGE blots with sera from the three sources used in this study (i.e., normal blood donors, and OND and MS patients) at lower dilutions (e.g., 1:250–1:1,000) stained CNPII especially if the blot development was prolonged; this phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 4, d and e. Because of the preferential staining of CNPII but not CNPI despite the fact that about equal amounts of the CNP isoforms were immobilized on the blot, we did not dismiss the reaction as entirely nonspecific. Second, in a series of control experiments to examine each step of our protocol for detection of anti-CNPI antibody, secondary antibody reagents used to detect immune complexes were incubated with NEpHGE blots but without prior incubation with human sera. As illustrated in Fig. 5 a, staining of CNPII is still apparent when secondary antibody was used at a dilution of 1:750. This staining with enzyme-coupled antisera was not observed when we modified the protocol to detect immune reactions with CNP and diluted the antisera to 1:5,000–1:10,000. After development, the blot shown in Fig. 5 a was photographed and then reincubated with mAb to CNP to demonstrate unequivocally that the failure of the secondary antibody to show a prominent reaction with CNPI was not due to a lesser amount of CNPI on this blot compared with CNPII (Fig. 5 b). The converse situation was also examined, i.e., the blot was first incubated with MS serum known to give a robust reaction with CNPI, the immune complex was detected with alkaline phosphatase–coupled IgM (diluted 1:10,000, thus obviating reaction with CNPII; shown in Fig. 5 a where the antisera was used at 1:750), and the blot was photographed (Fig. 5 c) and then reincubated with anti-CNPI mAb to show that both CNP isoforms were present on the blot (Fig. 5 d).

CNP binds the C3 component of complement. The binding of normal sera or secondary antibodies to CNP, predominantly CNPII rather than CNPI (Fig. 4, d and e, and Fig. 5 a, respectively), even if the converse of the pattern observed in MS, was a potential complicating factor to detection of the anti-CNPI response, e.g., the development of an ELISA for routine clinical application. We and other investigators had previously identified complement proteins, most notably C3 and various C3 fragments, as major proteins copurifying with Ig even when isolations were done under conditions of high stringency, e.g., immune precipitation buffers containing 0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, and 1% deoxycholate (4). Likewise, treatment of purified IgG with 1 M acetic acid or high concentrations of protein denaturants results in the recovery of C3 or its various fragments (35). Therefore, we examined which proteins were actually bound to CNPII or CNPI on the nitrocellulose membranes after incubation with normal and MS sera using techniques that were used previously to characterize the binding of C3 complement to bacterial proteins (36). NEpHGE-resolved CNPII or CNPI were excised from blots, and membranes were blocked to prevent nonspecific binding by added protein (27) and incubated separately with sera from normal donors or patients with MS. Proteins that remained tightly bound to nitrocellulose-immobilized CNP were eluted with 2 M acetic acid, SDS with DTT, or 1 M hydroxylamine at pH 9.5 or 11.5, separately or sequentially and with the order of elution varied. These elution protocols were chosen to disrupt interactions that were noncovalent in nature, by disulfide bonds or ester linkages, respectively. These are the three well-characterized mechanisms of binding of C3 to various molecules identified to date (see reference 37). Proteins recovered in the eluates were resolved by SDS-PAGE, stained for protein (Fig. 6, a and d) or blotted, and probed with antibodies to identify specific proteins (Fig. 6, b, c, e, and f).

Representative results of these analyses are shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6 a, MS serum proteins bound to immobilized CNPII or CNPI were eluted with acetic acid and resolved by SDS-PAGE. Recovered proteins were detected by silver staining. The release of bound IgM (indicated as µ) exclusively from the CNPI isoform is shown (Fig. 6 a). In Fig. 6 b, MS serum pretreated with 4 mM DTT was incubated with immobilized...
Figure 6. Characterization of the binding of MS Ig or C3 complement from MS and normal serum to CNPI/II. The headings II and I in a–f indicate the eluates were from either CNPII or CNPI. (a) MS serum was incubated with CNPII or CNPI immobilized on nitrocellulose. Bound proteins were eluted with acetic acid, resolved by SDS-PAGE, and detected by silver stain. The bracketed region in a is IgM H chain (µ); the other bands include eluted CNPII or CNPI, and C3 fragments. The band (*) is also detected when serum is incubated with nitrocellulose pieces without bound protein. (b) Excised CNPII/II was incubated with MS serum adjusted to 4 mM DTT. Bound C3 complement fragments eluted with acetic acid were identified with anti-C3 antibody; the positions of C3β (~75 kD) and the 68-kD degradation product of the α chain (C3β/68kD) overlap extensively. (c) Serum incubated with CNPII/II and eluted as in a were re-eluted with 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, with 0.5% SDS, 10 mM DTT. Eluted proteins were resolved by SDS-PAGE, and C3 fragments were identified with anti-C3 antibody. (d) Immobilized CNPI/II incubated with serum was eluted as in a and then re-eluted with 1 M hydroxylamine, pH 11.5, and resolved by SDS-PAGE, and proteins were detected by silver staining. The C3β and the 68-kD fragment of the α chain (C3β/68kD) are clearly resolved. (e and f) CNPII/II were incubated with normal serum; bound proteins were eluted as in d, resolved by SDS-PAGE, blotted, and incubated with antibodies to CNP (e) or C3 (f); the region identified by brackets in e overlaps with the region giving the strongest reaction for C3 in f (lowest arrow). Numbers on left (a) or right (b–f) indicate molecular masses (in kD) of marker proteins.

Discussion

The IgM response and MS. The identification of CNPI as a target of the humoral immune response represents the first
molecular characterization of an IgM antigen in MS. Although, appropriately, most emphasis has been directed to analysis of the IgG response in MS since first identified (39), there is considerable evidence for IgM disturbances in MS. IgM is a putative marker for an active or persistent viral infection in MS and may also be a probe for nonpeptide antigens which are now implicated in a diverse and increasing number of autoimmune and postinfectious disorders of peripheral nerve, many of which are demyelinating in nature (34). IgM lymphocytotoxic antibodies were found in 67% of MS patients compared with 8% of controls; it was hypothesized that such antibodies might be a marker for viral infection in MS (40). CNP is highly expressed in lymphocytes (13); thus, the lymphocytotoxic antibodies may be related to the IgM anti-CNP response reported here. CSF IgM is increased in ≈ 65% of patients with MS, with the mean CSF IgM actually ≈ 10-fold elevated compared with normal patients (30). Despite this, CSF IgM levels are not quantitatively striking compared with CSF IgG levels. However, pentameric (or hexameric) IgM has an apparent M<sub>r</sub> ≈ 10<sup>6</sup>, and its egress from the brain interstitium into CSF and the CNS extracellular spaces is pore restricted. Thus, CSF levels are marginally informative and may mislead about the total IgM burden in MS CNS. This is in contrast to IgG, where a linear correlation of MS CSF and CNS IgG levels has been observed (41). Nevertheless, oligoclonal IgM bands were detected in the CSF from 55% of MS patients (42). We reported that a considerable portion of the MS CNS Ig which is not aqueous soluble and sediments with the membrane fraction, requiring detergent for solubilization, is IgM (4). Subsequently, we found that a considerable amount of IgM in MS CNS is also resistant to solubilization in buffer containing 4% NP-40, which quantitatively solubilizes many transmembrane glycoproteins, including HLA-DR in MS CNS (our unpublished results), with the possible implication that this IgM fraction may also be immune complexed with specific antigen(s).

IgM, CNP, and MS etiopathogenesis. Immune electron microscopy demonstrates that CNP is apposed to the cytoplasmic leaflet of the OL membrane. In the mature OL/myelin membrane, CNP is located in OL processes and the paranodal loops of the myelin sheath, but not in compact myelin (43). This localization does not readily permit interactions in vivo between CNP and the specific anti-CNP antibodies reported here. Nevertheless, there are several ways that IgM antibodies might be accessible to CNP. First, the OL/myelin membrane has one or several molecules that activate the classical comple-ment pathway (18). The formation of the complement membrane attack complex in MS CNS, for which there is biochemical and immunocytochemical evidence (44), might permit intracellular penetration of Ig. Likewise, T cell perforins might also compromise OL membrane integrity with the same result. Second, the multimellar myelin sheath including all its protein components is metabolically dynamic. Protein turnover in myelin is ≈ 40% that of whole brain, with CNP/I most active in terms of incorporation and turnover of labeled amino acid (45). The resident microglia may regulate this turnover, a situation where C3 complement may become accessible to CNP facilitating myelin phagocytosis by microglia as an aspect of glial cell regulation of the myelination status of normal brain. In addition, there is measurable CNPase activity in CSF and serum in normal patients as well as patients with various neurological diseases which may originate from the OL/myelin membrane or lymphocytes (11, 46). Prineas and colleagues examined fresh lesions in the brain and spinal cord of patients with MS who died within several weeks after the onset of the first symptoms. Myelin debris localized within macrophages stained positive for CNP, including macrophages that had entered the Virchow-Robin spaces. Cells with OL-like morphology were observed in large numbers throughout fresh lesions after acute myelin breakdown and before new myelin formation. These were highly immunoreactive for CNP, but not myelin-associated glycoprotein or MBP, suggesting they were OL precursors that when terminally differentiated, mediated the remyelination that occurs in the early phases of MS (47). Anti-CNP antibodies identified in our study, as well as potent binding of C3 to CNP in this setting, may be a pivotal component of the opsonic phagocytosis of myelin that appears to be the fundamental molecular mechanism by which demyelination proceeds in MS (48, 49). Separate from any role in the mediation of demyelination, the antibody response to CNP may represent molecular mimicry. As with many viral proteins, CNP is extensively and differentially posttranslationally modified. It is possible that these modifications are shared with proteins of virus(es) that may be involved in MS. The viruses of chronic hepatitis are associated with production of IgM antibodies, and assays for antiviral IgM are useful to monitor disease. In chronic infection with hepatitis C virus, persistence of specific IgM antibody is indicative of active viral replication, and decreases in virus-specific IgM correlates with response to IFN-α (50). These observations may have relevance to MS in two specific contexts, i.e., the use of interferons as MS therapies and MS as a disease in which a virus may be involved.

CNP expression and retinal periphlebitis in MS. One particularly perplexing aspect of MS has been the common occurrence of a periphlebitis reaction in the retina (51), a location where myelin is absent. CNP is expressed in retina principally in photoreceptors at about the same level as in CNS white matter (14). Cell death occurs in the retina during development and continues postmitotically. The resident microglia are the major phagocytic cells for dying retinal cells (52). Human retinal microglia are phenotypically similar to dendritic antigen-presenting cells and constitutively express class I/II molecules (53). Based on these observations, we propose that the immune response to CNPI identified in this study is related to the retinal manifestations that are a common feature of MS. CNP is present also in thymus and lymphocytes (13), which may account for the presence of anti-CNP antibody in sera from MS patients. This widespread expression of class I/II as
well as nonclassical MHC molecules such as CD1, in conjunction with enhanced antigen presentation due to specific antibody (54), represents a mechanism whereby CNP-derived (lipo-) peptides may be presented for immune surveillance not only to CD4+ or CD8+ T cells but possibly also to γ/δ cells which are prominent in MS lesions (55) and preferentially recognize nonpeptide antigens (56) including the types of moieties by which CNP is modified posttranslationally. The expression of CNP by lymphocytes may likewise have relevance to the cellular immune derangements described in the peripheral blood of MS patients (20, 21).

Antibodies to CNPI and clinical applications. Here, we have reported on the immune response to CNPI only. The methodological approaches presented here offer promise that analysis of the humoral immune response in MS for antigenic specificity can now proceed expeditiously, leading to identification of major targets for the humoral response in MS. Furthermore, if opsonic phagocytosis by macrophages is the fundamental determinant of the demyelination that occurs in MS (48, 49), the observation that CNP binds C3 complement tenaciously might provide an option to explore therapeutic interventions which block this interaction. In this context, treatment with soluble human complement receptor 1 inhibited CNS inflammation and almost completely blocked demyelination in a model of demyelination with similarities to MS (57). During the course of our studies, other specificities for MS Ig as well as Ig from normal subjects were discovered. Undoubtedly, these represent part of the natural autoantibody repertoire but may nevertheless be relevant to MS symptomatology and pathology in the context of BBB disturbance, permitting the accumulation of specific Ig in the brain parenchyma (58, 59). Only the immune response to CNPI has been identified so far as having such high specificity for MS. From a clinical standpoint, it is now important to achieve a molecular characterization of the epitope of CNPI responsible for the IgM immunoreactivity as an approach to developing a sensitive and quantitative immunoassay. From a research standpoint, the antibody response might profitably be examined as a probe for an infectious agent in MS.
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